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Welcome from PETRA Chair Jan Davis

2015/16 has been another action-packed and challenging year for PETRA. While
coping with ongoing financial uncertainty (see below), we have continued our
work of providing quality services and nurturing a sense of community on our
estate. In a year in which founding member and long-time chairman, Mike Davis,
stepped down from being chairman, we have also been preparing for the imminent
retirement, in October, of our senior maintenance officer Jimmy Brett with the ap-
pointment of Micky Hughes, a repairs and ground maintenance officer, taking his
place on a three day  per week basis.

This year also brought us the shock news of the forthcoming closure of the shel-
tered complex that shares this site with us. We have enjoyed very close links with
the residents of Sunrise Lodge and Solar and Serena Courts, and we will be sad to
see them go. This does mean that in 18 months to two years we will probably be
living with a building site on our doorsteps. We will be looking at plans and will be
consulting with the council to keep disruption to a minimum. So, as always, we
prepare for the challenges ahead.

Working with the Council

PETRA TMO is a London Borough of Havering Council estate, managed by a
TMO (Tenant Management Organisation) Committee to provide general estate
management under a Modular Management Agreement (MMA). This covers a
day-to-day repairs service, grounds maintenance, signing up of new tenancies,
dealing with anti-social behaviour, and void (ie empty properties) turnaround ac-
tions.

There are a number of functions which we are not responsible for such as internal
redecorations, lift maintenance, cleaning of landings, stairs and windows, boiler
maintenance, CCTV, TV aerial maintenance and door entry maintenance.
However, we have in the past match-funded some projects such as internal
redecorations and CCTV from our surplus funds to help keep the estate looking
presentable.

With an annual allowance, built on the Council’s historic cost for these
services,PETRA has managed to accrue savings (surplus) each year that
has to be ploughed back into the estate for the betterment of the residents living
conditions.
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During the previous year we had extensive negotiations with the Council
regarding signing a new and vastly amended MMA (Modular Management
Agreement). This was done with our consultant Liz Michael (who represents all
three TMOs in the Borough). We knew the new calculations meant that we
would have a huge reduction in our annual allowance, something like £22,000,
but with some savvy budgeting we are confident we will be able to carry on.
With the pen almost in our hands to sign, we were told at a meeting with Council
officers in late April 2015 that everything was on hold as the Housing Depart-
ment had now been tasked to find a further £3.5m of savings. This involved a
massive restructuring of the Housing Department and the loss of around 67
posts. PETRA is still suffering from the after effects of this as we are finding it
difficult to find out who is now responsible for some of the functions.

The problems with water ingress into the flats following the major
refurbishments three years ago are still ongoing. A major survey was carried out
by the Council and some remedial works were carried out to the south facing
elevations . A further programme of works is now scheduled for the other three
elevations.

Supporting our community

Through a range of activities and initiatives, PETRA works to support and
develop our community.

Our activities sub-committee would welcome support from any resident willing
to get involved. You don’t have to be a member of the PETRA committee to be a
member of the sub-committee and all ideas are welcome for future events.

Over the last year, our sub committee organised a variety of events, listed below.
Sadly, several of these had to be cancelled due to lack of interest; a great shame
given the hard work that our volunteers - including a qualified teaching assistant
with a wealth of experience - had put in. This sad situation also highlights the
need for you to get involved - if only to tell us the kind of activities and events
that would interest you and your family.

Children’s activities
● Arts and crafts sessions during school holidays were prepared –

cancelled due to lack of interest
● Special evening sessions for both Mothers’ Day and Fathers’ Day cards

and gifts were organised – cancelled due to lack of interest
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● Easter Egg Hunt – cancelled due to lack of interest
● Sun Flower competition – cancelled due to lack of interest
● Halloween activities

Adults activities
● Day trip to the Christmas Market at Bury St Edmunds
● Pamper evenings for the ladies
● Clacton Air Show
● Tiptree Jam Museum
● Colchester Zoo

Children and adults activities
● Cooking sessions

Aware that a number of our residents would like to increase and improve their
experience in cooking nutritious, tasty and cost-effective meals for themselves
and their family members, PETRA has installed a state of the art kitchen in the
Parkview House concierge area and we are running a number of varied sessions.

Last summer and autumn we provided classes to make use of the produce grown
in the top garden by making jams and chutneys. In the lead up to Christmas we
also did a series of classes making goodies ready for the festive season, including
sweets and sauces to give as gifts. We also ran a ‘Love Food, Hate Waste’ course
which proved very popular and participants learnt a lot about making use of all
their food and avoiding too much waste.

Open evenings
These events are to encourage residents to come and ask questions about PETRA
and what we do as a TMO. It is an opportunity to meet other residents and
committee members and find out what is happening and being planned for the
estate. It’s another chance for you to give us ideas about what you would like
to see.

Repair facilities in estate workshop
The workshop is fully equipped and used for both estate repairs and small tenant
repairs - children’s bikes, and other small mechanical problems etc.

Top garden
Having started in a small way two years ago, the garden is now both
beautiful and productive, with raised beds that have given us a variety of fruit and
veg for use in the kitchen and for residents to sample. This year, with the
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enthusiastic help of a couple of our residents, we’ve been enjoying a bumper
crop, with extra raised beds installed and planted up. If any other residents have,
or would like to acquire, ‘green fingers’, then pop into the office for chat - you are
very welcome to get involved.

Sadly, with the forthcoming closure of the sheltered complex, PETRA will lose
this facility. However, given the project’s success, and the work that staff and
residents led by Colin have put in, we shall look for a suitable area within our
grounds to continue this initiative.

Mini library
On the ground floor entrance to Parkview House we have installed a free library
of fiction and non-fiction books, with a whole section of children’s books. The
cupboards are open daily during office hours and books may be kept or returned
when finished with. We also extend this invitation to our neighbours in the three
sheltered blocks. This facility is proving to be quite popular, so, with the phrase
‘charity begins at home’ in mind, if you have any books (in good condition,
please) that you have finished with, why not consider offering them to us?

Photo competition
The competition is open to adults and children of the estate. All are invited to
submit two of their best photographs on any subject, but if the subject matter is of
a child or children the parents’ permission for the image to be used must be given
in writing and submitted with the photos.

An independent judge chooses three winning photos (one for each tower block).
Each winning photo is enlarged and framed then hung in the ground floor
entrance lobbies. A prize of £50 is awarded to each of the winners. This
competition is held annually, usually early in the summer.

Publications
Now printed professionally our quarterly newsletter PETRA News goes through
every letter box on the estate. It can also be viewed on our website (see below) or,
if preferred, sent to residents by email.

We also produce periodically the following booklets:
● A Welcome booklet for new tenants arriving on the estate
● Committee members handbook
● An Annual review
● A Guide to out of hours procedures
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Website
Our website, petratmo@weebly.com, continues to generate interest locally, not
least because we run a ‘Letter-box Lotto’ competition on it each month. At the
beginning of each month we put an address from each block on the website, and
if a resident sees their address they can contact us by email via the website to
claim their £25 shopping voucher. So remember to take a look - your number’s
bound to come up sooner or later!

The website is also a valuable source of information such as KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators), upcoming events, the latest photos from our events,
useful telephone numbers and previous editions of the newsletter, and it is
regularly updated by our newsletter editor.

Welcome Pack
Along with our information booklets, we provide new tenants with a
PETRA welcome pack consisting of a bucket, mop, broom, dustpan and brush,
and an assortment of cleaning products, to help you move in and get comfortable.

Democracy

As a TMO, PETRA strives to be a democratic organisation, with a main
committee of residents, including elected officials, overseeing the running of the
organisation, and a flexible number of sub-committees - currently staffing and
finance and social activities - looking at particular responsibilities and issues.

Main committee
This is an active committee that has varied each year from as little as eight or nine
people to several years where almost every available committee place (maximum
twelve) has been filled with estate volunteers.

The committee is made up by the number of tenanted dwellings (104
properties) plus leaseholder dwellings (42 properties at present), acquired by
individual tenants who exercised their right to buy or by residents who have
bought from those original residents. In addition we have a council nominated
member (usually one of our local ward councillors) and two co-opted members
from the sheltered complex who we work closely with.

We hold regular monthly committee meetings (on the last Monday in the month)
ensuring that each committee member has had the opportunity to fully participate
in the formal debates. All participants receive the relevant papers at least a week
before the formal meeting and the committee secretary in discussion with the
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Chair draw up the agenda. As well as formally accepting, with amendments if
necessary, the minutes of the previous meeting, the treasurer’s report consists of
reports to the committee on bank balances, and the spend for the previous month.

Each quarter the treasurer reports to a staffing and finance sub-committee with
a spread-sheet showing a breakdown of each of the three monthly notional spends
against the actual budget spend figures.

Each year one third of the committee are required to stand down and submit to
re-election. This maintains a continuity of experience and skills of the committee.
Every five years the whole estate are required (by secret ballot) to agree or disa-
gree as to whether PETRA should continue to provide the above services. The last
ballot took place in September 2013 with an overwhelming 92% in favour.

Caring for the environment

PETRA cares about the environment in which we live. We pride ourselves on be-
ing eco-friendly and to this end we have undertaken the following initiatives:

Retro-fitting energy efficient facilities in void flats
There are approximately 10 void flats per year on the PETRA estate. We use
these voids as an opportunity to retro-fit energy efficient facilities. This meets our
principal objective of attacking fuel poverty at source.

1. Thermostatic showers
We are now installing thermostatic showers over the new bath with the
necessary shower curtain and walls tiled to the ceiling height.

2. Water efficient toilet cisterns
We also renew the toilet cistern.

3. Reflective panels behind radiators
Fit reflective panels behind radiators.

4. Low energy light bulbs
Replace existing light bulbs with low energy bulbs.

5. Replacement of copper waste pipes
Where possible the old copper waste pipes, which were installed when the
flats were built and were causing concern, are replaced with plastic pipes
and fittings. This reduces the risk of leaking pipes which can cause
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considerable damage by water penetration to flats on floors below.

Amenity areas
The committee is firmly of the opinion that the physical surroundings impact
dramatically on residents’ everyday quality of life. Consequently PETRA has a
programme of enhancements all of which are intended make the daily experience
of life on the estate better. In short, we strive to make our estate the greenest and
best kept estate in Havering.

Recycling facilities
Paper, card, cans, plastic and glass, textiles and shoes can all be recycled, as can
furniture, which we make available to other residents.

Cigarette receptacles
These are placed at the entrances of each of the tower blocks at both ground floor
and basement levels.

Cleaning of rubbish chutes
The chutes had not been cleaned thoroughly for a number of years and were be-
ginning to smell badly, particularly in the hotter weather. This was aggravated by
people disposing of rubbish without bagging it and as a consequence left a residue
in the chute hoppers. Since a steam cleaning procedure undertaken last year, the
chutes’ workings and immediate environment have been much improved.
However, despite reminders being sent out, the chutes misuse continues. Please
make sure you dispose of your rubbish in the correct way. If you have any ques-
tions about the correct procedure, PETRA staff can advise.

Fire hazards
The misuse of one the play/spare rooms situated on each floor of the three blocks
led, a few years ago, to the outbreak of a fire. Fortunately on that occasion
damage was limited to the room itself, but it could have been a lot worse. Since
then, several of the these rooms have been closed off due to their inappropriate
use. We continue to monitor their use carefully. Pleas make sure you use them
responsibly. If you have any questions about what you can and cannot store in
these rooms, PETRA staff can advise.

Other fire hazards that come to our attention regularly include residents chucking
cigarette butts from their balconies. As well as adding to the litter found around
the base of the blocks, there have also been reports of butts being blown onto the
balconies of neighbouring flats lower down, causing offence and, potentially, a
fire risk to their residents.
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It is the responsibility of all of us to keep the estate safe and litter-free. Please
report any concerns you have about litter and possible fire hazards to the PETRA
office.

Appendix

Ambitions
PETRA is always looking at new ways to improve the estate, involve our residents, and
serve our community. These are some of our ambitions. If you can help make them hap-
pen, or have ideas of your own you want to share with us, please let us know.

Works
Repainting communal area (actually a council responsibility, but we have
indicated a willingness to take on this work providing funds allow.
Replace security doors at ground floor level.
Replacing flooring to all lift lobby areas.

(Actually, all the above are council responsibilities, but we have indicated a willingness
to take on this work providing we have sufficient funds to do so, or some match fund-
ing.)

Children’s activities
• Arts and crafts sessions during school holidays
• Cooking sessions
• Nature trail on grounds and in park

Trips
More visits to places of interest for families
• A local historic place of interest
• An air show
• Christmas market

Food
More cooking sessions using produce from the top garden
• ‘Love Food, Hate Waste’ sessions
• Cost-effective meals
• Jams and chutneys
• Christmas goodies

Activities for adults
• Computer guidance
• Pamper evenings
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Your TMO
If you would like to know more about becoming a PETRA
committee member, or if you would like to help PETRA in
other ways, then please visit us for a chat.

PETRA’s staff team
Jan Davis (Chair)
Caroline Edwards (Estate Manager)
Jim Brett (Senior Repairs and Grounds Maintenance
Officer)
Bradley Pavey (Repairs and Grounds Maintenance Officer)
Micky Hughes (Repairs and Ground Maintenance Officer)
Naomi Cooper (Accounts Administrator)
All based at the PETRA office.
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